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1. In this paper we investigate the rate of growth of certain solutions 
of second-order algebraic differential equations (is., equations of the form 
Q(z, y, dyidz, d2y/dz2) =- 0, where Q is a polynomial). 
In Rcfs. [8, 91 Vijayaraghavan and others constructed examples illustrating 
the following phenomenon: For any real-valued increasing function @(.x) 
on the interval (0, oo), it is possible to find a complex function h(z) such that 
(i) h(z) is analytic in a region of the plane containing (0, T a) (and real-valued 
on (0, ‘- x)), (ii) h(z) is a solution of a second-order algebraic differential 
equation, and (iii) ! h(x) > @( .) t A a a sequence of real .x tending to A x8 
(see also Bellman [4, Chapter 51). In this note we show that this phenomenon 
of unrestricted growth cannot occur for complex solutions of second-order 
algebraic differential equations, which are defined and analytic in an open 
sector S, and which are of larger rate of growth than all powers of .z as 2 -* CG 
in S. (For convenience, we assume S is of the form u s< arg(z -- 2,) I. 6, 
where --x .I: a < h < r and where z, HIei’rr ‘bl 2 for some real numher 
R, .) Our main result (Section 2 Mow) states that if ye(z) is such a solution, 
then for any y  c (0, (h - a):2), thcrc exist positive numbers .-I and t”. and 
a complex number .z,) H,,ei’fl+h)~B, with R,, real, such that for all t : . . t^ , 
the incqualitv I y,,(z)1 f  cxp(cxp t,‘) holds on the compact region dcfincd 1~ 
n f  y  I ar&z - zo) <I h - y  and 0 -C z z,, 1 -:. t. 
The assumption that for all real numbers {L, 5” o(y,,) as 2 l m in S, 
allows us to view the second-order equation as a first-order equation, 
x fA,(z) (zl,,l’(~,,‘)’ = q(z) in the logarithmic derivative z:,, ‘i ?‘n iY0 9 whew 
the .fk, are polynomials and v(z) is bounded in a sectorial region. \Ve are then 
in a position to utilize the results and methods developed in Ref. [2] for 
first-order equations at three stages in the proof of our main result hew. 
Thcsc are as follows: First, the determination of estimates for the coefficients 
when the first-order equation in a, is transformed from a sector to the unit 
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disk using a conformal mapping. Secondly, the fact that for the resulting 
differential equation in the disk, any analytic solution must be of finite order 
of growth in the disk. (This result in [2] involved using the Wiman-Valiron 
theory for the unit disk [7, p, 2101.) Thirdly, the determination of the 
corresponding estimate on the growth of vug , locally in subsectors, when we 
retransform back from the disk to sectors. This then leads to the desired 
estimate on the growth of y0 by a compactness argument and integration. 
In Section 4 we show that the conclusion of the main result still holds if 
the hypothesis that for all real p, zU = o(y,) as z --f co in S, is weakened to 
assuming only that P/J+, + 0 over the filter base p(a, b) introduced by 
Strodt [6, Section 941. 
Finally, we remark here that an existence theorem for solutions y,, of 
second-order equations, which satisfy P/J+, -F 0 in F(a, 6) for all CL, was 
proved in Ref. [3]. 
2. We now state our main result: 
THEOREM. Let y,,(s) be a function which is dejned and analytic in an open 
sectorSoftheforma<arg(z-zJ<b, where -rr<a<b<7rand 
z1 = Rlei(a+b)12 for some real number R, , and let yO(z) be a solution of a 
second-order algebraic differential equation Q(z, y, y’, y”) .= 0. Suppose, in 
addition, that for all real numbers TV, z” = o(y,) as z - co in S. 
Then for each y  E (0, (6 - a)/2), there exist positive real numbers A and t*, 
and a complex number z, = ROei(a+b)JB, with R, real, such that for all t > t*, 
2% I Y&)I G exp(exp t”>, 
where W, is the compact region defined by the inequalities a + y  < arg(.z - z,,) < 
b - y  and 0 < 1 z - z,, 1 < t. 
3. Proof of the Theorem. We may write Sz in the form 
Q(Z, Y, Y’, Y”) = C QiAZ)Yf(Y’YW)k, (1) 
where the Qiik(z) are polynomials. Set p = max{i + j + k : Qijb f O}. By 
dividing the relation sZ(z, y,, , y,,‘, y,,“) = 0 through by ysp, we obtain 
i+jz=p Q*jk(Z)(Yo’iYo)‘(Y~~Yo)k = Q(Z), 
where 
(3) 
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Now let F(a, b) be the filter base introduced in Ref. [6, Section 941 (i.e., 
F’(a, b) is defined as follows: For each real-valued function r defined on 
(0, (h - a)/2), and which is bounded below, let l’(r) be the union (over 
u E (0, (6 - a)!2)) of all sectors 
u + u < arg(z - r(o) exp(i(u -1 h)/2)) ,: h - (J. 
‘The set of all l/(r) (for all choices of r) is denoted by &‘(a, b) and is a filter 
base which converges to 30 [6, Section 951). We now prove 
LEMMA I. FOY any real number p, P@(z) -+ 0 in F(u, b) (i.e., for any p 
and any E ::- 0, there exists an element I/’ ofp(u, h) such that / Y@(Z), < 6 for 
all z in I’). 
Proof. By assumption, for each CL, zU =- o(y,) as u” - ~13 in S. Now 
clearly S belongs to P(a, b) and since F(u, b) is a filter base which converges 
to x, it follows easily that 
z”jyo + 0 in t’(u, b) for each CL. (4) 
Hence for each 6 > 0 and each II, the function h,, - (zu,&) -+ 0 in $(a, b), 
and thus by Ref. [5, Lemma 4, p. 3091, zh& 4 0 in F(u, b). Hence clearly 
(as in Ref. [I, p. 1391) we obtain 
zn( yo’:‘yp’) -+ 0 in F(a, b) for all E :> 0 and all CL. (5) 
Thus, scttingg,, -= z”-r(~,,‘/$~‘), we haveg,,, - 0, and so again by Ref. [5, 
p. 3091, z&, 4 0 in P(u, 6). But clearly 
?fL _- (z”Y;~Yi+r) -i- (P - l)&,L - (1 T  E)(&'2.1tu,2)2, (6) 
and so it follows that 
,J u “’ l+‘-+ 0 in &a, /j) Yo Yll for all 6 3. 0 and all CL. (7) 
We now refer to the right side of (3). Since i + j $- k < p for each term in 
(3), it easily follows from (4), (5), and (7) that z@(z) + 0 in F(u, b) for 
each CL, proving Lemma 1. 
Xow set z’,, = y,,‘/yO . Then ~Z/JJ” = zO’ -+ z.“?, so Eq. (2) may be written 
where thefkj(z) are polynomials. Let (k, , j,,) be the (k,j) for which (k + j,j) 
is lexicographically maximum and fkj 3 0. (We observe that 
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for otherwise, from (8) we would obtainf,(z) = @(a), which is impossible 
since &(z) is a polynomial which is not identically zero while a(s) - l 0 in 
F(q b) by Lemma I). 
No~f~~~, has only finitely many zeros, and by (4) and Lemma 1, respectively, 
J+, + 03 and @ -+ 0 in p(a, 6). Thus since F(a, b) is a filter base converging 
to 03, clearly there exists an element T in F(a, 6) such that 
i D(z): < I for ZE T, (10) 
ye is analytic and has no zeros on T, (11) 
and 
fkdo has no zeros on the closure of T. (12) 
By definition ofP(a, b), there exists a real-valued function I’on (0, (b - a)/2), 
which is bounded below such that T is the union (over u E (0, (b - a)/2)) of 
the sectors S, defined by a -C (I < arg(.z - z”(o)) < b - (J, where 
x0(u) = r(o) exp(i(a + 6)/2). (‘3) 
By replacing F(a) by P,(o) = I'(U) + 1 in the definition of S,, if necessary, 
we can assume (in view of (1 I)) that in addition to (IO), (1 I), and (12), y0 is 
analytic and has no zeros on the closure of each S, . Thus for each u, 
q, is analytic on the closure of S, . (14) 
FVe now prove 
LEMMA 2. Let u E(O,(/I - a)j2) and let Z&U) be as in (13). Then for 
each h E (u $ U, b - u), there esist reul numbers A(h) > 0, 6(h) > 0, 
t,(h) E [l, 21, and t*(h) > t,,(h) such that for any t 2 t*(A) we haze 
where J,(h) is the compact region defined by the inequalities h - 6(A) < 
arg(z - Z,,(U)) < A + &(A) and t”(A) < 1 z - Z,,(U)/ ,< t. 
Proof. Let u be fixed and set (Y - a -+ u, /3 = b - u, and a,, = z,,(u). 
Let A E (OL, 8). Now the function u - : e@(z - so) maps S,, conformally onto 
the open sector El defined by OL - h < arg u < /3 - A, which contains the 
positive real axis. Since V”(Z) is analytic on S, (by (14)), clearly the function 
q(u) 1 z.~(z~ -t eiAu) is analytic on E, . (15) 
We now choose an integer m > I such that 
E2 --: {U : II + 0, , arg u 1 < n/(2m)} C B, . (16) 
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In view of (12), the polynomial Q(U) -- fk,j,(zO t es%) has no roots on the 
closure of E, , and hence 
Q(U) has no roots on the closure of I:‘, . (17) 
Sow the function 5 : ZP maps E, conformally onto the right half-plane E, . 
(Thus if 5 E E:, , then ll;“’ will denote the unique II E E, such that 5 -1 u”‘.) 
Since cp(~) is analytic on E, , the function 
445) 2 (P(P”) is analytic on I:‘:, . (18) 
Finally, w (5 - I):(< + 1) maps Es conformally onto the open unit disk 
! zc < 1 with invcrsc { =- (1 -+ ZC)‘( 1 --- zc). Hence 
f(W) 1 $q( 1 -;- 2L’)!( 1 - w)) is analytic on I zl! < 1. (19) 
From the above, it is clear that z = z0 -!- e*.‘[(l -) zc):( 1 .- w)]rif” maps 
, w 1 < I conformally onto a subregion of S, , and we have R(W) 
z..s(zU + eiA[( 1 + w)/( I - w)]t’“‘) on w 1 -:: 1. Since z&z) satisfies (8) on S,, . 
it is clear that R(W) satisfies the relation 
x ZZkj(2d)( f(2u))k( g’(72))j - Y(w) +I 0 on ’ zc ; C: 1, (20) 
Hkj(W) -1; fkj(Zo -t ei”[(l + W)i(l - ZC)]l~“‘)L~.,(ZC), (21) 
I,,,(W) _ (,n/2)je-ih4(] _ w)(l+l:m)~(] c w)(l-l ‘m)~, (22) 
a n d 
Y(w) = @(zu + eiA[(l + w);(l - w)]r”“). (23) 
For each (k,j) such thatfkj $- 0, let d(K,j) bc the degree of the polynomial 
fk, . Let q be a positive integer such that q > max{ -j( 1 .L 1 im) + d(k, j)/m : 
: 
.fk, .-? 0). hIultiplving (20) through by (1 - ZJ)“, we obtain 
C Fkj(w)( g(z~))~(g’(w))j - (1 - w)~Y(w) z 0 on I z: 1 < 
where 
Fkj(W) = (1 - W)Wkj(PC). 
1, (24) 
(25) 
It is proved exactly as in Ref. [2, Lemma A, p. 1471 that 
for each (k, j), Fkj(w) is bounded on w : -:: 1. 
Since I Q(z): < 1 on S,, by (10) and since 9 > 0, it is clear that 
(1 - w)“Y(w) is bounded on w 1 < 1. 
(26) 
(27) 
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Kow in view of (17), Q(U) has no roots on the boundary of I$ , and so it 
is proved exactly as in Ref. [2, Lemma B, p. 1481 that there exist positive 
real numbers K and rs , with Y, < 1, such that 
1 Fwo(w)l 3 K(1 - Y)Q+2io on 1 w 1 = r if y. < r < 1. (28) 
If we set FG = F,j if (k,j) f (0,O) and F&(W) = F,(W) - (1 - w)*'&'(w), 
then by (24), g(w) satisfies the first-order differential equation, 
CFk*,(w)gk(g’)j = 0 on I w : < 1. 
By (26) and (27), all the coefficients of Eq. (29) are bounded on 1 w 1 < 1. 
Furthermore, in view of (9) and (25), the leading coefficient of Eq. (29) 
(i.e., the F& , where (A, j) is such that (K + j, j) is lexicographically maximum 
and FG + 0) is Fkoi, , and thus satisfies (28). It is proved in Ref. [2, Lemma C, 
p. 1481 that an analytic solution in i w j < 1 of such a first-order differential 
equation must be of finite order in / w 1 < I. Thus there exist real numbers 
B > 0 and Y* E [0, I) such that 
gFT I d4i < exp@ - y)FB) for r*<r<l. (30) 
Now (30) is precisely the same conclusion as in Ref. [2, Lemma C]. It now 
follows exactly as in Ref. [2], using the sequence of Lemmas D-G in Ref. [2, 
pp. 151-1531, that the conclusion of Ref. [2, Lemma H, p. 1533 concerning 
the growth of v(u) (see (15)) holds here. That is, there exist real numbers 
0, E (0, x/4), A(h) > 0, and R* > (2)1/2Vn such that for any R > R*, we have 
max,,rs I du): < exp(RAcA)), w h ere TR is the compact region defined by 
1 arg II 1 < t&/m and l 2m (2) / < ( I( 1 < R. Since n,,(z) = ~(e-‘~(z - z,,)) by 
(15), it is clear that Lemma 2 now follows immediately when we set 6(A) = 
es/m, t,(h) = (2)1/27n, and t*(h) = R*. 
We now continue with the proof of the main theorem (Section 2). Let 
y E (0, (b - a)/2). Choose CJ E (0, (b - a)/2) such that 
[a + y, b - rl c (a -I- 0, b - 4, (31) 
and let z, = zs(u) be as in (13). (Thus z,, = r(o) eica+a)/2.) By Lemma 2, 
for each h E (a + a, b - u) there exist real numbers A(h) > 0, 6(h) > 0, 
r,(h) E [l, 21, and t*(A) 3 t,(h) such that for any t > r*(h), 
(32) 
By (31), the open intervals (A - 6(h), h + s(h)) (for all X E (a + (I, b - u)) 
cover the closed interval [u + y, b - ~1, and so by the Heine-Bore1 Theorem, 
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there is a finite set of numbers A, ,..., A, in (u 1- 0, b - u) such that [a -: y, 
6 - ~1 lies in the union (over J’ -: 1 ,..., :1’) of the intervals (Xi - &(A,), 
hj 7.. S(hj)). Let A, = maxrCjC.N A(Aj), t, : max,,,,-, t”(hj), tr .-. 
maxIC,..-,v i*(A,), and for t > 1, let c’, be the compact region defined by 
a :- y  ,.:I arg(z - a,) c.< b - y  and f,, < ) z - z0 ::z t. Now if a E CF, and 
if I’ -= arg(z n,), then v  E [a + y, 6 - ~1. Hence for some j C- {I ,..., .V], 
we have 1’~ (,\j - &(A,), hj -i- S(hj)). Since j a - z,, / r 1, .:z t&h,), we thlrs 
have z E ],(A;). Rut if t > i, , then t > t”(A,), and hence by (32), / r.,,(z) -: 
cxp(~“l”~‘). Since .-!(A,) < -4,, , we have shown that 
Flow let II’, he the compact region defined by a -;. y  -2 arg(z - z,,) << 
h - y  and 0 ..< z - z0 < t. Then by (31), clearly each W, is contained 
in S, . Thus in view of (14), q,(z) is bounded on the compact set IVl, , so for 
some :lI .’ I, ’ T.,~(z)( .< AZ on IV,, . Hence from (33) it follows that for all 
t ‘L 0, 
(34) 
Sow in view of (14) and the fact that z.‘” .= y,,‘,~v,, , we have that for all z in 
the closure of S,, 1 
where we may take the contour of integration to he the line segment joining a,, 
to z. Set K,, -= 1 ya(z,,)l, let t 3 0, and let z E W, Then from (34) and (35) 
it easily follows that 
I yU(z)’ < k’, exp(tM cxp(tAo)). (36) 
Hence clearly if E > 0 is given, then there exists t” : f*(e) such that for 
f  or all z E II;, . This concludes the proof 
4. Remark. The conclusion of the main theorem (Section 2) remains 
true if the hypothesis is weakened to assuming only that the solution ya(z) 
is analytic in an element of the filter base P(a, h) and has the property that 
arr;‘yO .-+ 0 in F(a, b) for each CL. To see this, WC simply note that only the 
above hypothesis is used in proving Lemma I (see (4)), and the remainder 
of the proof proceeds as before. 
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